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Abstract—A class of generalized optical orthogonal codes
(OOCs), namely, frame time-hopping (FTH) patterns with an extremely large cardinality, are studied for implementing multirate
and multiservice (MR/MS) optical CDMA (OCDMA) networks.
Conventional MR/MS methods, namely variable spreading rate
and parallel mapping, are considered. Using FTH patterns, the
problem of low OOC code cardinality in conventional MR/MS
schemes is removed. Moreover, several new multicode methods,
using subcode concatenation scheme, are proposed for MR/MS
OCDMA. The proposed multicode schemes present flexibility for
supporting MR/MS applications such as lower implementation
complexity and cost, less need for service synchronization, and
finally lower link power budget. Multiple-access performances
of the systems are evaluated using saddle-point approximation
methods considering photodetector shot-noise, dark current, and
circuit thermal noise. The results show that the conventional
parallel mapping outperforms the other schemes in high received
powers, and the proposed multicode method, using Walsh subcode
along with difference modulation, presents the best performance
in low received powers for the cases considered.
Index Terms—Frame time-hopping (FTH), multicode, multirate (MR), multiservice (MS), optical CDMA, optical orthogonal
codes (OOCs), parallel mapping, subcode concatenation, variable
spreading rate, Walsh code.

I. INTRODUCTION

O

PTICAL CDMA has attracted much interest for very fast
fiber-optic (FO) and infrared wireless indoor multiple-access networks [1]–[4]. The desired features of optical CDMA in
FO networks include simplicity in all optical implementation,
minimum access delay, no need for scheduling protocols, higher
security, and higher throughput [1]–[4]. A large and increasing
amount of traffic over telecommunication networks is the bursty
Internet traffic. Moreover, multimedia applications, which include different service types with time-variant data rates, have
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had a rapid growth in recent years. Therefore, multirate/multiservice (MR/MS) schemes for optical CDMA are of crucial
importance for future all-optical networks.
Several authors have studied MR/MS schemes for optical
CDMA based on optical orthogonal code (OOC) [5]–[10]. Two
conventional MR/MS schemes are variable spreading rate and
parallel mapping. In variable spreading rate or serial mapping
[5]–[7], codes with variable-length codewords are employed.
Codewords with smaller length are dedicated to services with
higher bit rates, and codewords with larger length are dedicated
to services with lower bit rates. Even though this scheme usually experiences a high bit error rate (BER) for high rate users, in
[8], a multilength OOC code for multirate OCDMA is proposed
which presents a lower BER for high rate users. In parallel mapping [9], more than one codeword is dedicated to users with high
bit rate or more than one service. The number of codewords is
proportional to user bit rate or number of its services. Previous
studies have reported a poor performance for these two conventional schemes because they require large code cardinality,
which is not feasible for OOC codes with good correlation properties. In order to obviate the problem of low code cardinality,
in [10], a new MR/MS scheme is proposed, which is a combination of time-hopping CDMA and OOC codes. In this method,
the transmission time is divided into slots and, as the data rate or
number of active services of the user increases, more time slots
are dedicated to the user to transmit its data using its allocated
OOC codeword.
In [11], a class of generalized OOC is proposed which
presents an extremely large cardinality and minimal degradation in performance compared to the optimal OOC codes,
i.e., OOC with correlation functions bounded by one (OOC
(
)). This scheme is also a type of time-hopping CDMA
and the proposed codes are called frame time-hopping (FTH)
patterns. In this paper, we consider variable spreading rate and
parallel mapping schemes for MR/MS optical CDMA networks
using FTH patterns as user signature sequences. We also consider multicode schemes using subcode concatenation method
for both binary pseudonoise (PN) and orthogonal Walsh sequences. Subcode concatenation method was first proposed for
radio DS-CDMA [12]. Furthermore, we modify the multicode
scheme for performance enhancement. The multicode scheme
presents high flexibility for supporting MR/MS applications
such as simpler coordination protocols, simpler service synchronization, lower implementation complexity and cost, and
finally lower link budget. We evaluate the performance of the
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proposed schemes considering the main sources of noise in FO
networks. Numerical results show that the conventional parallel
mapping scheme achieves a considerable performance using
frame time-hopping generalized OOCs, which is in contrast
). The
with the results previously reported using OOC (
results also show that the newly proposed multicode scheme
with Walsh subcode and difference modulation is the superior
method when the received power is low.
This paper is organized as follows. In Section II, we describe
the considered MR/MS schemes including the transmitting
waveform and receiver structure. In Section III, we evaluate the
performance of the schemes. In Section IV, we present some
numerical results, and we conclude this paper in Section V.

the simplicity of user-receiver synchronization and higher code
is periodic with a fixed pecardinality, we assume that
riod
independent of , i.e.,
. In this case, users
can change their data rate without losing synchronization, as
the TH-PN sequence remains unchanged. Moreover, code car, which is extremely large
dinality will be about
and
. As a result, FTH patterns
for moderate values of
easily lend themselves for the variable spreading rate scheme,
while a specific code design is required in general for OOC patterns [8].
Assuming perfect power control, the received signal at the
output of photodetector of user 1 (desired user) can be written as
(2)

II. SYSTEM DESCRIPTION
A. Serial Mapping Using Variable Spreading Rate
The simplest solution for simultaneously transmitting several
service data streams, from a physical layer point of view, is combining data streams of all the services of the user in higher network layers to obtain a single data stream, namely, accumulated
data stream of the user and then transmitting this data stream
employing a single service scheme. The rate of accumulated
data stream is at least the sum of data rates of the active services of the user.1 Based on frame time-hopping (FTH) patterns
and binary pulse position modulation (BPPM), the transmitted
) is written as [11]
signal power of user (

where is the attenuation factor due to fiber and the optical
is the number of active users,
is the
star-coupler loss,
delay of user , and
is the received noise, including circuit
thermal noise and photodetector dark current.
In this study, we consider the well-known correlator receiver
) is
[11, (9)]. The decision rule for detecting th bit of user 1(
(3)
where

is the correlator output or decision variable and

(1)
where is the frame or pulse index number,
and
are
is
the chip and frame time durations, respectively, and
the transmitting pulse with duration
.
is
the time-hopping pseudorandom (TH-PN) sequence of user ,
,
which uniformly take on an integer value in the interval
where
is the number of hop positions in a
determines the marked chip
frame time. More precisely,
in frame where the pulse is transmitted in by user .
is the binary sequence of the transmitted symbols of user .
Consider
,(
), as the accumulated data
stream of user . Then,

is

repetitions of

, i.e.,

(4)
is the

pulse correlator output and
is called the receiver’s template signal.

B. Parallel Mapping
Another popular method to implement MR/MS O-CDMA is
parallel mapping. In this method, each service is treated as a
distinct user. Therefore, an OOC code with cardinality as large
as the maximum number of services of the network is required.
Previous studies on parallel mapping has considered OOC codes
with autocorrelation and cross-correlation values bounded by
), which have a low cardinality. As a result,
one, i.e., OOC (
the authors have reported that parallel mapping is not suitable
for MR/MS O-CDMA. In this study, however, we consider FTH
generalized OOC codes with extremely large cardinality [11].
The signal waveform and receiver structure are as in
single-rate/single-service FTH-OCDMA networks [11]. The
transmitted signal due to service of user can be written as

for
. For BPPM modulation considered, each chip interval is divided into two time slots.
When
is “zero,” the pulse is transmitted in the first slot of
the marked chip in frame , and when it is “one” the pulse is
transmitted in the second slot of the marked chip. The accumu. Therelate data rate of user is computed by
is not a fixed number,
fore, in an MR/MS network, in which
must vary adaptively to meet the required instant data rate,
which demands a variable spreading rate. We assume that this
process is achieved by the means of protocols in higher layers
of the network. In single-service FTH networks,
is periodic with period [11]. However, for MR/MS applications, for

(5)
and
are the sequence of transmitting
where
symbols and the dedicated TH-PN sequence of service of user
, respectively. As before,
is repetitions of the bi-

1In order to separate the services at the receiver side, some differentiating bits
must be added to the accumulated data stream, which we neglect in this paper.

nary data sequence of the service, that is,
. Here, we assume that

for
is a fixed number
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and service with higher rates is supported by assigning more
than one TH-PN code to the service.
The structure of correlation receiver for detecting the desired
service, which we consider to be the first service of user 1
), is the same as (3), and is obtained by substituting
(
by
in (4).
C. Multicode Using PN Subcode Concatenation Scheme
In this novel method, a single FTH codeword (TH-PN sequence) is assigned to each user such that all the services of the
user utilize the same marked chips for sending their pulses. To
separate different services of the user, a second binary PN code
(called subcode) with length is dedicated to each service. Suppose
is the binary PN sequence of the
service of
user

and

are the total power transmitted by all the services of user in the first and second slots
of the th marked chip, respectively, and
is the number of
active services of the user.
Conditioned on the transmitted data bit of the de, being
sired service (service 1 of user 1), i.e.,
“zero” and “one,” the transmitted signal waveform is
and
,

respec-

. Therefore, the decision rule
tively, where
is (8), shown at
for the correlation receiver for detecting
the bottom of the page. After some algebraic simplification, the
above equation can be written as

is the sequence of transmitting symbols of

this service. As before,
bits of this service (
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is

repetitions of binary data

). On the other hand

(9)

is

a periodic sequence with period , i.e.,
for
any integer . The subcode determines the location for sending
the symbols “zero” and “one” in the first and second slots of
each of marked chips of the service in the following way:
is “zero” the first slot of the marked chip is used
When
to transmit bit “zero” and the second slot is used for bit “one.”
When
is “one,” however, the first slot of the marked chip
is used to transmit bit “one” and the second slot for bit “zero.”
Therefore, using the binary operator XOR ( ), the transmitted
signal of the th service of user can be written as

(6)
Since all of the services of user use the same FTH pseudorandom sequence (
), the total signal transmitted by
user can be easily written as (7), shown at the bottom of the
and
page, where

where is the correlator output or decision variable and is as
defined in (4). As ’s are obtained once [from (4)] for detecting
the bits of all services of the user based on (9), the receiver complexity for this scheme will be the same as that of the conventional variable spreading rate scheme and much lower than that
of the parallel mapping method described in Section II-B, in
which ’s, the pulse correlator outputs, must be obtained for
each service separately.
The multicode scheme is superior to the variable spreading
rate scheme in the sense that the services of any user are sent
independently and there is minimum need for coordination protocols when the service turns on or off. Compared to parallel
mapping scheme, described in Section II-B, this scheme can
be implemented using much fewer laser sources and requires
only one pulse correlator to detect all services of the user. Furthermore, in the parallel mapping scheme, synchronization is
required each time a service turns on, while in the multicode
scheme at the time a service turns on, the synchronization is
needed only when all the services of the user are inactive.

(7)

(8)
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D. Multicode Using Walsh Subcode Concatenation Scheme
As we demonstrate later in numerical results section, the
method of Section II-C, despite all of its advantages, shows a
poor multiservice performance due to high mutual interference
between services of a user. To reduce the mutual interference
between services, we suggest employing orthogonal Walsh code
instead of binary PN subcode. Consider
and
(
) as two codewords
of a Walsh code with length . The orthogonality property of
Walsh code states that
(10)

otherwise.

Walsh code exists only in lengths that are power of 2. The cardinality of a Walsh code with length is . Therefore, when a
FTH pattern with weight is used, the number of services of
is the binary Walsh
each user is at most . Suppose
sequence dedicated to service of user . The transmitted signal
of this service can be written as

(11)
Similarly, the total transmitted signal of user
written in the form of (7), in which
and

can be
are
and

given by

. The decision rule of the
correlation receiver is written as
(12)

where

is the th pulse correlator output defined in (4).

E. Multicode Using Walsh Subcode and Difference Modulation
As can be seen from (4) and (12), the receiver subtracts the
signal received in the second slot of each marked chip from
the signal received in the first slot of the marked chip and then
employs these values to detect the transmitted bit. That is the
absolute value of the signal transmitted in the first and second
slots of the marked chips (i.e.,
and
) are not directly
employed in decision process. In fact, their difference values
are used in decision variable. Therefore, instead of transmitting
the absolute value of signal in the first and second slots of the
marked chips as in (7), we suggest transmitting their difference
as follows:

(13)

, is defined as

and the sign function,

(15)

otherwise.
As it can be realized, when
negative and

is greater than

,

is

is zero. Therefore, a pulse with power

is transmitted in the first slot of the marked chip
and nothing is sent in the second slot. As a result, the difference of the transmitted signal in the first and second slots of
less
the marked chip remains unchanged. Similarly, for
, a pulse with power
is transmitted in the
than
equal to zero, no pulse is transsecond slot. Finally, for
mitted in either slot. This method has a few advantages over the
previous method. The most obvious advantage is the less link
power budget. There is also less multiple-access interference
in the network. Moreover, while the desired signal remains unchanged, there is less shot-noise in receiver, as the shot-noise
is proportional to the received power. The structure of the correlation receiver is the same as the previous method, which is
formulated in (12) and (4).
Fig. 1 illustrates a possible transmitter structure for each
MR/MS signaling method described earlier. An example of the
transmitted signal for each scheme is presented in Fig. 2.
III. PERFORMANCE ANALYSIS
In this section, we provide the performance analysis of the
above described MR/MS schemes in ideal and general cases.
In the ideal case, the photodetector shot-noise and dark current
and the circuit thermal noise are not taken into account, while
in the general case we consider their effects. We assume a chipsynchronous system [2]. To evaluate the system performance,
we employ saddle-point approximation techniques [13]. Using
saddle-point approximation techniques, only computation of the
probability characteristic function (CF) of the correlator output
(decision variable) is required, which is usually much simpler
than computing the probability cumulative density function at a
threshold value.
We consider that there are active users in the network each
(
to ) similar services, where indicates the
with
user index number. We consider a perfect power control among
services in the network, i.e., the energy received per bit from
each service is the same for all of the active services in the network. To obtain the CF of the output of the correlator matched
to the desired service (service 1 of user 1), from (3) we note
that the correlator output ( ) is the sum of a few independent
components, namely, desired user signal, multiple-access interference, photodetector dark current, and circuit thermal noise,
, is the product of CFs of these
and as a result its CF, i.e.,
components
(16)

where
(14)

where
,
,
, and
are the CFs of the
desired user signal, multiple-access interference, photodetector
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Fig. 1. Transmitter structure for the proposed schemes. (a) Serial mapping. (b) Parallel mapping. (c) Multicode using PN subcode (or Walsh subcode).
(d) Multicode using Walsh subcode and difference modulation.

dark current, and circuit thermal noise, respectively. Since the
signals from interfering users are independent, we have
(17)
is the CF of the interference component due to
where
,
,
,
user . We need to evaluate the terms
to obtain
. In the following, we evaluate these
and
terms for each MR/MS schemes in both ideal and general cases.
Note that, in the ideal case, the dark current and circuit thermal
and
) are neglected.
noise terms (
With BPPM modulation, the probability of error is equal to
probability of error conditioned on the desired service bit, i.e.,
. Therefore, in the following, without loss of generality,
. In this case, error occurs when the corwe assume
relator output is less than “0” [see (3), (9), and (12)]. Then, the
bit error rate (BER) can be evaluated almost precisely from the
CF of the decision variable using the saddle-point approximation technique as follows [13]:
(18)

is the CF of the decision variable conditioned
where
on the transmitted data bit of the desired service being “zero,”
,
, and is the
.
negative root of equation
In general case, we suppose that the mean received photoelec, the mean dark-current phototron count per service bit is
, and the normalized standard dielectron count per pulse is
vision of thermal noise component at the pulse correlator output
is . The mean received photoelectron count per pulse with
amplitude “one” for the first four methods is simply evaluated
. For the Walsh and subtract methods, however,
as
the mean received photoelectron count per pulse is a nontrivial
function of the number of active services of the user, which will
be evaluated later in the numerical results section.
A. Serial Mapping
active services, the
In this case, for each user with
effective FTH code weight (or the number of pulses per bit for
. On the other hand, the pulse
each service of this user) is
energies are multiplied by
because of the perfect power
control assumption. Therefore, the CFs can be simply evaluated
using the results obtained in [11] for single-rate/single-service
FTH-FO-CDMA networks as follows.
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B. Parallel Mapping
The results in [11] are applicable in this case as well. Note
that the interference components due to undesired services of
user one and the services of all interfering user can be well
considered i.i.d variables. Then, from [11], the CF’s are given
as:
Ideal Case:

(25)
is the CF of the desired service component, and
is the CF of service of user one component at the
output of correlator. Also, we have
where

(26)
is the CF of service
where
correlator output.
General Case:

of user

term at the

Fig. 2. Transmitted signal in a bit duration in the proposed schemes and
corresponding parameters assuming an energy per service-bit of four.

(27)

Ideal Case:
(28)

(19)

(29)
(20)

and
(30)

where
General Case:

, and

.
C. Multicode Using PN Subcode Concatenation Scheme
(21)

Ideal Case: Without loss of generality, we assume that
,
[14], and
, and as before we consider
). In this case (9) reduces to
detection of bit “zero” (i.e.,

(22)
(23)
and

(31)
(24)
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and the desired signal in the interval of interest is
. Therefore, the desired signal
, with CF
component at the output of correlator is
equal to
. Each pulse of an un(
) of user one (e.g.,
desired service
), which uses the
same marked chip as the desired service in the same frame, has
the effect of “1” or “ ” at the output of correlator, conditioned
being “zero” or “one,” respectively.
on the value
selects “zero” and “one” randomly and with equal
As
is constant during frames of a bit,
probability 1/2, and
each undesired service of user one, has a binomial distribution
at correlator output with CF equal to

The CF of dark-current and thermal noise components are the
same as those derived for parallel mapping scheme [(29) and
(30)].
D. Multicode Using Walsh Subcode Concatenation Scheme
Ideal Case: Similar to the previous scheme, the CF of the
. To comdesired service is computed as
pute the CF of undesired services of user 1, we consider service
(
) of user 1. For any arbitrary frame , when
and
are equal, a “1” is added to the correlator output, and
when they are unequal a “ ” is added to the correlator output.
is
Therefore, in either case, the product
added to the correlator output. Therefore, the total effect of an
arbitrary service of user one in a correlator output is

(32)
Therefore, we have
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(38)
where the last equality is obtained from (10). Consequently,
(39)

(33)
(
). We denote the CF of the
Now we compute
. By calling
interference term due to user in frame by
the event that the marked chip of user in frame coincides
with that of user 1 as a “hit,” the probability of a hit is equal to
, and the probability of “no hit” is
[11]. Therefore

is calculated to be the same as
for the previous
scheme, obtained in (35). However, for this scheme, we can
relax the previous assumption of chip-synchronous networks to
half-chip synchronous networks in which we have
(40)
where

is an integer. Using this assumption, we simply obtain

(34)
It can be simply shown that

and

. Finally, noting that the interference components due to each user in frames corresponding
to each bit are i.i.d variables, we obtain

(35)

and
when conGeneral Case: To evaluate
sidering the photodetector shot-noise, we need simply substitute
with
and
with
in the results obtained in the Ideal Case. Thus

(36)

(41)
General Case: In contrast to the Ideal Case, when photodetector shot-noise is taken into account, the effect of undesired
services of user one does not cancel out. To evaluate the CF of
service of user one, we note that, conditioned on the product
being “1” or “ 1,” the pulse of service
in frame causes a Poisson photon count with mean
or a negative of a Poisson photon count with mean
at
the pulse correlator output, respectively. Since the product
has the value either “1” or “ 1”, from
(38) we conclude that the number of occurrence of “1” and
. Therefore,
“ 1” is equal to

(42)
Since the CF of the term due to the desired service is
, considering
undesired active services for user 1, we have

(37)

(43)
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Again, the CFs of the terms due to dark current and thermal
noise are the same as those of parallel mapping scheme [(29) and
, we simply need to substitute
(30)]. Also, for
by
and
by
in the
results obtained in Ideal Case, i.e., (35) and (41) for synchronous
and half-chip synchronous networks, respectively.

From (14), note that

E. Multicode Using Walsh Subcode and Difference Modulation
Ideal Case: Without loss of generality, again we consider detection of bit “zero,” i.e.,
, and
. In the Ideal Case,
the effect of the desired user’s signal at the output of correlator
is given in the equation shown at the bottom of the page. Considering the pulse, chip, and frame durations, we simply obtain
(44), shown at the bottom of the page. The term in (44) can be
rewritten as

(46)
where
and
are defined in Section II-D. Substituting
from (46) into (45), we obtain

From the orthogonality of Walsh codes, we have
otherwise.

In order that the first and second terms of the above equation are
must be negative and positive, respectively. Since
nonzero,
, in either case,

is simplified to

where
has been considered to be one (normalization assumption). Thus
(45)

, we obtain
,
Thus, with the assumption that
and the CF of the desired user signal is the same as the previous
method with zero interference from the undesired services of
user one. Then, we have
(47)
It can be easily shown that, for the chip-synchronous case,
the CF of the interference from the interfering users is as given
by (35), described in Section III-C. For this scheme, also, it is
possible to derive the CF for half-chip synchronous networks,
for which the result simply reduces to the result obtained for
chip synchronous case, i.e., (35).
General Case: As in the previous method, when the shotnoise is taken into account, the interference from the undesired
services of user 1 is not zero even though their Walsh codewords
are mutually orthogonal. Consider (44). To compute the CF of
pulses (for
to
) are
the user 1, we note that

(44)
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received during the bit duration. The amplitude of the pulse in
frame is
. When
and
have the
the
same sign, we have a Poisson photoelectron-count with mean
at the correlator output, where
is the mean
of received photoelectron-count from a pulse with amplitude
and
have different signs,
“one” of user 1. When
we have a negative of a Poisson photoelectron-count with mean
at the correlator output. Now define

(48)

(49)
and
are the sum of amplitude of the pulses that
where
produce positive and negative Poisson photoelectron-counts at
and
make
the correlator output, respectively. Note that
. Conditioned on and
a partition for the set
, the CF due to user 1 is
(50)

simulation to compute
of
and
Note that

871

. For this purpose, all permutations
for
must be considered.

is set to zero, and without loss of generality,
can be considered to be all zero sequence. Therefore,
, which

the number of permutations is

could be very large when the code weight or the number of
is high. In this case, we may
active services of user one
randomly choose a set of data bits and Walsh codewords for the
. After
active services to compute and then to estimate
estimating
,
is computed using (53) and (52).
is zero for most values of , which makes
Fortunately,
much simpler. Table I
the numerical computation of
for a few selected pairs of and
.
lists the value of
These values have been computed by simulations. The values
for ’s not included in the table are equal to zero. For
of
or
, it can be simply shown
special cases of
that
otherwise.

To compute
, we first evaluate the CF of interference
component in each frame . Similar to (34), we have

From Walsh codes’ orthogonal property, we have

(56)
.

It is obvious that
and

We define

. Then, we obtain
. Thus, from (50), we have

(55)

(51)
and

is computed as
for

the value of
being negative and positive, respectively (
was defined in Section II-E). When
is zero there is no interference, and, as a result, the CF will be equal to the constant
1. When data bits of services of user are “zero” and those of
the remainders are “one,” we have
. Therefore,

(52)
Consequently, the CF of user one signal is written as
(53)
is a random variable with probability funcwhere
. To compute
, we need to compute
.
tion
From (48), (49), (46), and the definition of
given in Section II, we have

(54)
That is,
is a function of data bits and Walsh codewords
dedicated to active services of user one. We suggest computer

(57)
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TABLE I
VALUE OF p (v) FOR SOME SELECTED PAIRS OF WALSH CODE LENGTHS AND
NUMBER OF ACTIVE SERVICES OF THE USER

We have

, thus
Fig. 3. BER versus number of active services per user for the five described
schemes in Ideal Case. The weight and length of the FTH code is 8192 and 16,
respectively, and the number of users is 10.

(58)
where
Finally,

is considered to be zero when

is odd.

(59)
Finally, the CF of dark current and thermal noise for this
method are the same as (29) and (30), respectively.
IV. NUMERICAL RESULTS
In this section, we provide some numerical results to evaluate
and compare the different MR/MS schemes described in this
paper. Figs. 3–6 present the BER of the five discussed methods
versus the number of active services per user. The FTH code
length and weight are considered to be 8192 and 16, respectively, and the number of active users is 10. The services are assumed to be similar in the network, i.e., all users have the same
number of active services with the same data bit rate and quality
of service. Since our main objective is to compare the multiservice and multiple-access performance of the different considered methods, we neglect circuit thermal noise and photodetector dark current in numerical results, because their influence
on the system performance are the same for almost all schemes
as can be seen by comparing their CFs for different methods.
Fig. 3 shows the performance of the different schemes in the
Ideal Case. When the number of services per user is one, all of
the methods reduce to the single-service FTH system and, as expected, have the same performance. As the number of services
per user increases, the methods present different performance.

As it can be seen, in this case (Ideal Case), the parallel mapping method outperforms the other methods significantly as the
number of services increases. Note that parallel mapping is not
) codes for the examples considered,
feasible with OOC (
because of its low code cardinality, however, using FTH generalized OOC, the number of codewords constraint is removed.
The multicode using PN subcode concatenation scheme (PN
subcode method, for short) presents the worst multiservice performance. This poor multiservice performance is justified by the
high cross correlation between the codewords of the random PN
sequence dedicated to different services of the same user. This
effect can be more significantly realized by comparing the results to the performance of the fourth method, where we employ
orthogonal Walsh codewords to differentiate the services.
The other three methods, namely, variable spreading rate (serial mapping) method, multicode using Walsh subcode concatenation scheme (Walsh subcode method, for short), and multicode using Walsh subcode and difference modulation method
(Walsh and subtract method, for short) present a fairly good
performance in the Ideal Case. Among these three schemes,
the Walsh and subtract method shows the best performance.
The BER of this method for 16 services per user is as low
, which is one twentieth of the serial mapping
as 1.24
method and one sixtieth of the Walsh subcode method. Note that
the “multiservice” interference of Walsh subcode method and
Walsh and subtract method are the same, however, the Walsh
and subtract method is superior to Walsh subcode method due
to the reduced “multiple-access” interference.
Figs. 4–6 show the performance of the systems when the photodetector shot-noise effect is considered. Since the effect of
shot noise on the optical system performance is a function of
the received energy, for a fair comparison among the systems,
in these figures it is assumed that the energy per service bit is the
same for all the methods. Therefore, the mean received photo, is the same for all the
electron count per pulse, denoted by
methods. For methods one to four, pulses are sent for each
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Fig. 4. BER versus the number of active services per user for the five described
schemes considering photodetector shot-noise. The weight and length of the
FTH code is 8192 and 16, respectively, the number of users is 10, and the mean
photoelectron count per service bit is 16.
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Fig. 6. BER versus the number of active services per user for the five described
schemes considering photodetector shot-noise. The weight and length of the
FTH code is 8192 and 16, respectively, the number of users is 10, and the mean
photoelectron count per service bit is 160.

definition of
given above, for user with
vices, the total received photoelectron count is
fore, we have

active ser. There(61)

where is the power efficiency factor. That is, for the same
times
transmitting energy per service bit, the pulses are
stronger in the Walsh and subtract method compared to the
other methods. Therefore, assuming a Poisson photoelectron
count, the signal-to-shot-noise ratio is increased by a factor of
compared to other methods. It can be shown that
even
(62)
odd.

Fig. 5. BER versus the number of active services per user for the five described
schemes considering photodetector shot-noise. The weight and length of the
FTH code is 8192 and 16, respectively, the number of users is 10, and the mean
photoelectron count per service bit is 48.

service-bit and the mean received photoelectron count per pulse
. For the last method, i.e., Walsh and subtract
is
method, the mean received photoelectron-count from user in
frames,
, is computed as

(60)
is the mean received photowhere is defined in (54) and
electron count per pulse with amplitude “one” from user and
is the expectation operator. On the other hand, from the

Using Stirling’s formula for factorial (
), we get
(63)
As can be realized, the power efficiency factor is proportional to
the square root of the number of active services of the user. From
Fig. 4, in which the received power is low and the shot-noise
effect is at a maximum, the Walsh and subtract method presents
the best performance among the considered methods.
As can be seen from this figure, when the number of active
services increases from one to two, the BER of the Walsh and
subtract method decreases. This phenomenon is explained as
follows: The noise at the receiver is the sum of the photodetector
shot-noise, and multiservice and multiple-access noise. When
the received power is low, the dominant noise is the shot noise.
From (62), the signal to shot-noise ratio is increased by a factor
of 2, when the number of services increases from one to two,
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assuming a constant energy per service bit. Moreover, it can be
shown that the desired user’s multiservice noise is “zero” for this
scheme when the number of services is two [(55) and Fig. 2(e)].
As a result, the BER decreases when the number of services
increases from one to two. As the number of services increases
to higher values, however, multiple-access and multiuser noise
dominate the received noise and, despite the decrement of the
shot-noise effect, BER increases.
By increasing the power (Figs. 5 and 6), the results tend to that
of the Ideal Case. For instance, in Fig. 5, in which the received
power is relatively higher than that in Fig. 4, even though the
Walsh and subtract method presents a superior performance than
the parallel mapping method for two active services per user, the
parallel mapping method performs better for a higher number
of active services. We can justify the results in the following
way: when the number of active services is small, as mentioned
before, the dominant source of noise is the photodetector shot
noise and, as a result, the Walsh and subtract method presents
a better performance. On the other hand, when the number of
active services is high, the dominant source of noise is the multiple-access noise. Therefore, the results are the same as in the
Ideal Case, in which parallel mapping presents the best performance. When the received power is high, as in Fig. 6, the shot
noise has a minimum effect, and the results are similar to the
results of the Ideal Case.

V. CONCLUSION
In this paper, we studied multirate/multiservice methods
for optical CDMA networks based on FTH generalized OOC
codes. Two well-known MR/MS schemes, namely, serial mapping (or variable spreading rate) and parallel mapping methods,
and three newly proposed schemes based on multicode using
subcode concatenation scheme were considered. In the three
new schemes, users are separated using dedicated FTH codewords, however, different services of a user are differentiated
using a binary subcode (e.g., binary PN or Walsh codes). FTH
patterns present a high code cardinality which is very desirable
in MR/MS applications. Moreover, the proposed multicode
schemes present high flexibility for supporting MR/MS applications such as simpler coordination protocols, simpler service
synchronization, and lower implementation complexity and
cost.
Performance analysis was done by computing the characteristic function of decision variables and employing saddle-point
approximation techniques. Numerical results have shown that
the parallel mapping scheme outperforms the other schemes significantly when the received power is high (i.e., the Ideal Case).
On the other hand, when the received power is low the method
of multicode using Walsh subcode and difference modulation
presents the best performance. In this method, different services
of a user have a minimal interference on each other. Furthermore, the variance of photodetector shot noise is reduced by a

factor proportional to square root of number of active services
of the user.
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